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Earthsongs Gaia Doctrine
Earthsongs Urgently Demands 
Beautiful Biodiversity

Flourishing Forests

Sparkling Skies

Wild Waters

Sacred Economies

These five demands are essential to the flourishing of all life, all people, and all 
cultures today and into the farthest horizon of time. Earthsongs campaigns, music 
collective, partners, and creator ecosystem endorse, champion, and actively 
amplify global-local initiatives moving to urgently protect the wild earth, restore 
ecosystems, and honor Indigenous Wisdom. 

The health and well-being of life on earth is the greatest inclusivity issue of all 
time. Every living person, including all of the peoples from the more-than-human 
world, have an inherent right to participate in this moment. The rights of nature to 
participate in the future of Earth are as important as human rights. Regeneration is 
inclusivity, diversity, and interdependence with the more-than-human world.

💡 Earthsongs Gaia Doctrine recognizes that humans have created a whole 
earth emergency, The Metacrisis, and it is harming and endangering all 
species, all people, and all cultures. We agree with the Earth Elders, this 
is a Code Red moment for Nature. 

The Metacrisis is a Code Red emergency for humanity. The Metacrisis is complex, 
chaotic, and profoundly urgent. Industrial modern [sic] economies rooted in 
empire and supremacy have degraded Mother Earth and Her Peoples to 
exhaustion. Plastic pollutes all water, our food supplies, and our bodies. Mass 

https://www.garn.org/rights-of-nature/
https://youtu.be/4kBoLVvoqVY?si=8eQtLpdzhW7yXBbC
https://theearthelders.org/earth-mandates/
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extinction is happening. Biodiversity is disappearing. Indigenous Wisdom, 
Cultures, and Ecosystem Knowledge is disappearing. Forests are disappearing. 
Coral Reefs are disappearing. Marine animals are disappearing. Bees and insects, 
frogs and amphibians, are disappearing. 

Global loss of top soil threatens agriculture and food supply. Extremely toxic 
forever chemicals (per-and polyfluoroalkyl substances) pollute our skies, soils, 
waters, food, and bodies. Humanity has exceeded six out of nine Planetary 
Boundaries. Meaninglessness is fragmenting humanity.

For many, choosing to support regenerative brands is the most direct and 
meaningful way to participate in this movement. Earthsongs supports the 
regenerative business community and the emergence of convivial life-centered 
beauty-making economies.

💡 Earthsongs Gaia Doctrine recognizes the sacred flourishing of the wild 
earth, all species and all life, all people, and all cultures today, and into 
the farthest horizon of time, is the essence of sacred economies and the 
heart of regeneration philosophy, design principles, businesses, and 
lifestyles.

Earthsongs Gaia Doctrine recognizes that each living human being has sacred 
individual agency to participate in the regeneration movement through purpose, 
identity, beliefs, relationships, choices, and actions. People express agency in 
diverse ways. All ways are good ways! Each person's path to regeneration is 
unique; regeneration can't be standardized. Regeneration is a way of life and 
living. Everyone that wants to participate needs to be welcome. Everyone is 
necessary. Every  regenerative action matters. 

Earthsongs Gaia Doctrine recognizes that sacred economies are rooted in 
reciprocity and reverent kinship with the natural world. Honoring the preciousness 
of each person's time, consciousness, and life force energy, sacred economies 
value gratitude, courtesy, gift giving, and noble purpose. Sacred economies affirm 
life. They grow vitality and well-being. Sacred economies are like forests and 
oceans and savannas. They are beautiful and abundant. Sacred economies are 
convivial and bound by the natural scale and limit of place.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/may/30/topsoil-farming-agriculture-food-toxic-america
https://www.cdc.gov/biomonitoring/PFAS_FactSheet.html
https://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/research-news/2023-09-13-all-planetary-boundaries-mapped-out-for-the-first-time-six-of-nine-crossed.html
https://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/research-news/2023-09-13-all-planetary-boundaries-mapped-out-for-the-first-time-six-of-nine-crossed.html
https://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/research-news/2023-09-13-all-planetary-boundaries-mapped-out-for-the-first-time-six-of-nine-crossed.html
https://monoskop.org/images/3/3e/Illich_Ivan_Tools_for_Conviviality_1975.pdf
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Earthsongs Gaia Doctrine recognizes that the many fold paths to regenerative 
futures requires all of the unique ways each of us can be the change. For many 
people, choosing to support regenerative brands is the most direct and 
meaningful way to participate in this movement. But beyond that, growing sacred 
economies is the essence expression of the Regeneration Movement. When 
human economies grow beauty just like a rainforest, that is how we will know that 
we have arrived at Destination Regeneration. 

Beautiful Mother Earth is not a resource – and neither are people. She is not a 
capital stock or a resource. Regenerative business have to lead with reciprocity to 
care for the earth, care for people, and reinvest surplus and bounty to care for 
earth and people. This is new way of thinking for modern people; this is the 
sophisticated original way of thinking for Indigenous Cultures. Permaculture 
design says that the problem is the solution. If the problem has been businesses 
connected to industrial economies degenerating life, the solution can be 
businesses connected to sacred economies regenerating life. Business can grow 
life and make beauty the way.


